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270.2 Swa FDM

516.15 Bri F (Oversize)

366.1 Mac F

366.1 Rid F

769 Esc GW

398.2 Set GLS

229.8 Jen HG

J294 Cor JW

296.16 Bes K

291 Ski KHEM 1982

851.1 Dan DCz Bra

261.2 Rie LSJ

291.4 Feu LW
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B St35 MBO

366.1 Wil MM

B T272 Ter MT

H294.58 Gan NR

B294.3 Suz NAS

199.494 Wee P

366.1 Rob PP

232.966 Ant RS

270.2 AP War SDF

229.8 Mey SG

291.37 Ber SF

291.37 Che SI

291.37 Oua SJ

291.37 Lev STB
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C181.12 TC

B294 Tar TH

T294.3 Tru TM

299.935 Man TR


H133.333 Ary V

398 Hof WS

H181.61 Vas =y Sin YVDP

*Youth without Youth and other Novellas* / Mircea Eliade. Columbus : Ohio State University Press, c1988. 288 p. (Romanian literature and thought in translation series)
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